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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

01:26:

5425

03/04/2024

FAIL TO COMPLY WITH POLICE ORDER - NO PURSUIT

NAUMANN AV E 200 ST2401087

Police attempted to stop a car for multiple traffic violations. The vehicle fled and was last observed west bound on Lakeshore Blvd. Police
did not pursue the vehicle.

04:36:

6398

03/04/2024

ANIMAL BITES

20891 CRYSTAL AV2401088

Police responded to a residence in regards to a female stating she and a male got into a verbal arugment. Upon arriving on scene police
spoke to the female who stated she and another male who does not live here got into a verbal argument. The female stated during the
arugment one of her pitbulls bit her and the male. EMS was called to the scene to check the female for her injuries.

08:15:

2699

03/04/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

161 E 219 ST2401089

station house - fraud

08:20:

1397

03/04/2024

MENACING

1572 E 196 ST2401090

On March 2, 2024, a male advised via online reporting that he overheard a known male threatening him. At this time, charges have not
been filed due to the victim not wanting to press charges, and only wanting the incident documented.

08:06:

2995

03/04/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

40 LEXINGTON SQ2401092

Unknown person(s) broke the right rear passenger window out of vehicle.

08:48:

2995

03/04/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

44 GEORGETOWN SQ2401095

Unknown suspect(s) broke vehicle window, entered vehicle, and peeled steering column in an attempt to steal vehicle. At this time there
are no suspects.

09:11:

2995

03/04/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

17 GEORGETOWN SQ2401096

Caller discovered her rear passenger window broken out. There was no other damage to the vehicle observed, nor was anything reported
taken out of the car. No suspects at this time. No surveillance cameras in the area.

10:11:

2305

03/04/2024

THEFT-FROM AUTO

20990 MORRIS AV2401097

Complainant states that multiple items were stolen out of his unlocked vehicle sometime overnight. No suspect info reported and no video
footage available at this time. Report forwarded to the Detective Bureau.

08:24:

2699

03/04/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

360 E 79 ST2401100

STATION HOUSE - FRAUD/THEFT
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:

12:49:

7189C

03/04/2024

PROPERTY DAMAGE

23951 LAKELAND BLVD2401102

"Went to car wash Saturday morning and noticed another vehicle scratched my back door or passanger side."

07:13:

2404

03/04/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

27250 TREMAINE DR 102401104

Female reported her vehicle stolen during the night while it was parked at her apartment complex. There was broken glass observed on the
ground whre her car was parked. Vehicle entered into LEADS as stolen. Report forwarded to the detective bureau for follow up.

3/8/24: vehicle recovered by South Euclid Police Department unoccupied. Rear driver side window smashed out. South Euclid PD to tow
vehicle. CVD to contact owner and clear from LEADS. EPD/Tina

13:36:

2699

03/04/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

20060 GREEN OAK DR2401105

STATION HOUSE - FRAUD

12:46:

5219

03/04/2024

THREATS - GENERAL

21770 IVAN AV2401106

Phone call from restricted number was threatening. Reporting person is victim in a felonious assault in which the trial is about to begin.

13:32:

1299

03/04/2024

ROBBERY (FREE TEXT)

1541 E 191 ST2401107

Police responded for a resident who was robbed at gun point while riding on her motorized scooter. The two suspects took multiple items
and fled the area on foot

13:33:

1397

03/04/2024

MENACING

711 E 222 ST2401108

Police spoke with a female in regards to a menacing. A teacher at the High School reported that a student chased her through the hallways
of the school.

14:10:

2404

03/04/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401109

15:23:

2699

03/04/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

19200 ROSELAND AV 3072401110

STATION HOUSE REPORT - FRAUD

14:53:

5309B

03/04/2024

HARASSMENT GENERAL

725 E 200 ST2401111

Complainant reporting that her ex boyfriend violated a protection order by being within 500 feet of her at a gas station across the street.
The male was in another city at the time of the alleged violation and I was unable to obtain video footage at this time. Complainant
completed a written statement and a warrant request for 2919.27 (Violating protection order) was submitted to the prosector for review.

15:45:

5311J

03/04/2024

DISORDERLY CONDUCT

627 E 200 ST2401112

Police responded for a call of a fight. Police responded to the area and were unable to locate the parties. Both parties responded to the
police department and continued to argue. Both parties stated that they were assaulted by the other. Warrant requests were completed for
everyone involved.
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16:47:

5309B

03/04/2024

HARASSMENT GENERAL

260 E 244 ST 2022401113

16:42:

5309B

03/04/2024

HARASSMENT GENERAL

22553 IVAN AV2401114

station house / being harassed by girl

15:46:

2699

03/04/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

780 E 236 ST2401115

18:05:

1398

03/04/2024

AGGRAV MENACING

19500 EUCLID AV2401117

Suspect pointed a firearm at our victim. Victim is the only one to see firearm no other witnesses.

19:24:

2300

03/04/2024

THEFT

22840 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401119

Officer responded to a complait of theft in the Police Station Lobby. Female reported her HUFFY bicycle was stolen from Marc's Grocery
Store. A statement was taken at the station before following up with store management. Theft was apparently not captured on video
surveillance. There is no suspect info at this time.

22:35:

2411

03/04/2024

UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A MOTOR VEHICLE

274 E 244 ST E2401120

A 17-year-old female took her mother's vehicle without permission and without having a driver's license. She then attempted to use
several of her mother's credit cards to transfer funds to her bank card. The teen's whereabouts are currently unknown. The mother has
indicated that she wishes to pursue charges against the teen.

23:23:

5707C

03/04/2024

VEHICLE TRESPASS

1250 E 276 ST K2401121

Police responded to a call for a female reporting her and her son's vehicle almost broken into. Upon arrival, the female victim showed
police her Ring doorbell camera footage, which recorded part of the incident. While watching the video, police observed a black male,
wearing a white hoodie and dark pants, walk up to the victim's son's vehicle passenger door and attempt to gain entry. Additionally, the
video showed a white, newer-model sedan, with some kind of orange tarp on the rear driver-side door arrive in the apartment parking lot
and stop at the victim's vehicle The victim advised police that she double pressed the lock button on the key fob to which the suspect
quickly ran away into the passenger side of the vehicle and leave the scene. No suspects were identified while on scene and police
canvassed the area for the suspect vehicle with negative results.

22:35:

2995

03/04/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

274 E 244 ST 132401122

On 03/04/2024, Euclid police were dispatched to an apartment building due to a report of a suspect(s) breaking multiple apartment
windows and possibly firing a gun.  After an investigation on scene, it was confirmed that multiple windows of one apartment were
broken and a motor vehicle was damaged.  It currently remains unknown if a gun was fired at any point in relation to this incident. The
victim also reported receiving threats by the female suspect. Warrant requests were submitted to the prosecutor for review.

00:44:

5404

03/05/2024

DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL/ DRUGS

TUNGSTEN RD SULZER AV2401123

A traffic was stop was initiated on a vehicle because it was being operated in a reckless manner. The driver acknowledged several times
that he believed that he was drunk. An investigation led to the arrest of the male driver for OVI; he refused chemical testing.
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08:36:

1213

03/05/2024

AGG. ROBBERY (FREE TEXT)

22400 EUCLID AV2401124

On March 5, 2024, the reporting person advised he was robbed on March 4, 2024, by two unknown males by gun and knife point. The
male was uninjured but lost the listed property. At this time, no arrests have been made and the suspects remain at large. This case has
been referred to the detective bureau for follow-up.

08:48:

1368

03/05/2024

FELONIOUS ASSAULT

19570 NAUMANN AVE2401125

On March 5, 2024, the female victim came to the police station lobby about her vehicle being intentionally struck by a known suspect's
vehicle yesterday March 4, 2024. This case has been forwarded to the detective bureau for follow-up. At this time no arrests have been
made and the suspect remains at large.

10:11:

2404

03/05/2024

GRAND THEFT-VEHICLE

24799 LAKE SHORE BLVD 6012401126

Grand theft (vehicle) - A male reported his 2013 Kia Optima was stolen from the parking lot of Normandy Apartments. Police arrived
on-scene and observed broken glass on the ground where the vehicle was parked.

On March 6, 2024 at approximately 1800 hours, a sergeant was contacted by Chagrin Valley Dispatch and advised that the Cleveland
Police Department had recovered one of Euclid's stolen autos. Lt. advised Cleveland Police the vehicle did not have to be held and to tow
it. The Cleveland Police towed the Kia to the police impound lot located at 3040 Quigley Rd. The vehicle was removed from LEADS. CV
Dispatch contacted the Kia's owner and explained to him where his vehicle was located. 

3-7-2024 LEADS CLEAR SCANNED INTO DIGITAL MEDIA. AD

11:36:

2699

03/05/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

741 HEMLOCK DR2401127

STATION HOUSE - FRAUD

12:09:

2303

03/05/2024

THEFT-SHOPLIFTING

22001 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401128

Police spoke with a CVS employee in regards to a theft. The stolen items were returned. No suspects were identified.

15:35:

2994

03/05/2024

DISRUPTING PUBLIC SERVICE

698 E 222 ST DWN2401129

Female called 911 claiming to be another person and reported that she was assaulted and shots were fired inside a residence on E. 222 St.

18:23:

2699

03/05/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

175 E 213 ST2401130

Stationhouse

18:24:

2699

03/05/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

175 E 213 ST2401131

Stationhouse

18:19:

5309

03/05/2024

TELECOMMUNICATIONS HARASSMENT

22650 EUCLID AV 32401132

Caller/complainant stated she believes she is being harassed by telephone from her ex husbands son. Caller/complainant states this is over
property that her ex husband wants back after their marriage ended. No verbal threats committed at this time.
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20:47:

4801B

03/05/2024

FLEEING/ELUDING AN OFFICER - ARREST

19365 EUCLID AV2401133

Police observed an occupied stolen vehicle parked in the parking lot a the Sunoco gas station on Euclid Av and E 193rd. The occupants
saw the police and began running to the vehicle to flee the area. Police attempted to pull into the parking lot to stop the vehicle from
fleeing. The vehicle almost struck a police cruiser and fled into Cleveland at a high rate of speed. No pursuit.

10:02:

9999

03/06/2024

SHOTS FIRED

22280 EUCLID AV 2042401136

Male entered an apartment by unknown means and began shooting through his children's mother bedroom door for having another
children's father asleep in her room.

12:40:

2300

03/06/2024

THEFT

21150 LAKELAND BLVD2401140

Police responded to the station in response to a theft. A business owner said a male was in his shop and stole a tool. The male was
identified and charges will be pending through the prosecutor's office.

13:55:

5309B

03/06/2024

HARASSMENT GENERAL

26011 LAKE SHORE BLVD 3082401142

Female reported that her ex-boyfriend continues to contact her after they broke up. There were no threats made. She wants police to
advise him to stop contacting her. An attempt to contact him was made, but was unsuccesful. Nothing further.

16:27:

2699

03/06/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

23326 IVAN AV2401143

STATION HOUSE REPORT - FRAUD

18:17:

5425

03/06/2024

FAIL TO COMPLY WITH POLICE ORDER - NO PURSUIT

E 196 ST EUCLID AV2401144

Community Response Unit (CRU) officers attempted to conduct a traffic stop with a vehicle for a window tint violation. The vehicle fled
and was not pursued. The identity of the driver is unknown.

18:25:

7398

03/06/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

256 E 244 ST 1112401145

Female called and advised that people were arguing inside the apartment and someone fired a gun.  Female advised that she was currently
hiding in the bathroom. Neighors did not hear any shots fired and female could not be located.

19:30:

5400R

03/06/2024

ROAD RAGE

90 W/B N LAKELAND BLVD2401146

Station house report.

18:32:

2300F

03/06/2024

THEFT FROM AN ELDERLY/DISABLED PERSON

1540 E 193 ST 1042401147

The victim advised that she had handed her home health aide and envelope with money to put away in a compartment under her walker.
The next day the victim noticed that money was missing from the envelope and also a purse in the compartment.  The cousin of the victim
spoke to the worker who denied taking the money. The cousin spoke to the agency for the worker and advised of the incident. I spoke to
the agency manager who was aware of the theft and provided info for the suspect and advised that she had quit. Report forwarded to
detective bureau.
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19:54:

5406C

03/06/2024

DRIVING IN MARKED LANES

E 191 ST EUCLID AV2401148

CRU officers conducted a traffic stop for a moving violation. It was discovered that the operator of the vehicle had a plastic bag filled
with oxycodone pills shoved in his pants. The operator also had pills that he stated were oxycodone in a pill container in the vehicle;
however, the markings on the pills did not match the description of the pills on the label. Investigation turned over to narcotics detectives.     

07:03:

5707

03/07/2024

CRIMINAL TRESPASS

22200 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401150

Criminal Trespass/ Theft. Male attempted to steal items from Dunkin Donuts but an employee was able to retrieve the items back. Male
was then placed on the trespass list for this business. A short time later the male stole items from Walgreens and fled the area. Male was
located by police and was in possession of the stolen items. Male was then transported to a shelter in Cleveland. Items were returned to
Walgreens. Warrant Request was submitted.

09:33:

2995

03/07/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

24455 LAKE SHORE BLVD 10062401152

Police responded to the area in reference to two vehicles being damaged by unknown means.

12:35:

1398

03/07/2024

AGGRAV MENACING

265 BABBITT RD2401154

Male stating a female brandished a firearm during a road range incident. Suspect vehicle (OH# 6212RV).

13:14:

3899B

03/07/2024

BOY-GIRL TROUBLE

19101 EUCLID AV 2502401155

Police responded to an apartment in response to a domestic incident. The person reporting stated she was intoxicated the night before and
thought her live-in boyfriend pushed her. The caller's claims were not substantiated and the primary aggressor could not be determined.
The male already left the apartment and the female just wanted the incident documented.

14:02:

7398

03/07/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

681 E 222 ST2401156

STATION HOUSE REPORT - ALLEGED SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

14:16:

7398

03/07/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

100 RICHMOND RD 4142401158

Female stated she came home two weeks ago and noticed her apartment door was not locked. Female entered her apartment and noticed
her tv missing and other papers out of place. Female stated she did not feel safe and left her apartment.

15:05:

2368

03/07/2024

GRAND THEFT-FROM BLDG

25612 BRECKENRIDGE DR2401161

Items missing from home that is vacant. Owner suspects management company.

15:16:

2300

03/07/2024

THEFT

17 CHARLESTON SQ 312401162

Female's ex-girlfriend used credit card number for purchases without permission. No charges, report for documentaion only.

15:58:

2497

03/07/2024

VEHICLE AND/OR PLATES RECOVERED BY US

20350 BALL AV2401163

Recovered Unauthorized Use vehicle out of Cleveland.
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15:47:

2081B

03/07/2024

ARSON

1905 BRAEBURN PARK DR2401164

Female stated her nephew slapped her in the mouth during a verbal argument. Male then took the females personal belongings and lit
them on fire in the backyard. Male left prior to police arrival

21:27:

7395

03/07/2024

DISTURBANCE

27051 BRUSH AV 972401167

Disturbance - Police responded to an apartment building for a report of a disturbance called in from a 3rd party. Upon arrival, Police
observed blood stains on the pavement and on the window of the apartment. Police made contact with the victim who had a cut upper lip.
That female was transported to the hospital for her injury where Police conducted immediate follow-up.

23:51:

2300

03/07/2024

THEFT

1155 BABBITT RD2401168

Officers responded to Amazon for reports of a theft by an employee.  The employee was terminated on 02/25/24 for unrelated reasons.
Amazon loss prevention requested charges be pressed. Report and documentation to city prosecutor. 

01:24:

2300B

03/08/2024

GRAND THEFT

1155 BABBITT RD2401169

Officers reported to Amazon for reports of theft by a former employee. The employee was not on site, Amazon loss prevention stated they
wanted charges pressed. Report forwarded to Detective Bureau.

2699

03/08/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

719 BABBITT RD2401171

09:17:

1398

03/08/2024

AGGRAV MENACING

19520 EUCLID AV 3032401172

On March 8, 2024, a female advised her husband had been threatening her with bodily harm.  At this time the male party has not been
arrested. This case has been forwarded to the prosecutor for further review.

10:41:

2995

03/08/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

1690 BEVERLY HILLS DR2401174

Male reported that his male neighbor was seen on camera footage exiting his residence, then walked to the victim's driveway and was seen
bending over by his vehicle. The victim then found his vehicle tire to be slashed. Suspect was confronted by police and denied any
involvement.

12:00:

7398

03/08/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

22801 ST CLAIR AV2401175

STATION HOUSE REPORT - SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

7398

03/08/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

1500 BRUSH RD2401176

12:16:

2300

03/08/2024

THEFT

22401 LAKESHORE BLVD2401177

Theft - Police responded to a report of a shoplifting in progress at Walgreen's 22401 Lakeshore Blvd. An employee reported two males
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Date: Time: Location:Oca:
concealing various items underneath their clothing and in bags, and leaving the store without paying. Police were able to locate the two
males and recover the merchandise. One male was arrested on a warrant. The other male was issued a criminal summons and released on
scene.The merchandise was returned to the store. 

13:18:

2699

03/08/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

25730 LAKELAND BLVD2401178

STATION HOUSE REPORT - FRAUD 

 THE REPORTER ALLEGED AN UNKOWN PERSON IN ALBUQUERQUE, NM GAINED ACCESS TO THEIR BANK  THROUGH
PAYROLL AT WORK AND REROUTED LAST PAYCHECK. SUSPECTS UNKNOWN PERSON MAY HAVE GAINED ACCESS
THROUGH EMPLOYER WHILE MAINTENANCE OCCURED ON MARCH 1, 2024.

12:48:

7395C

03/08/2024

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

26000 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401180

Officers responded to a report of a male in the lobby of a dental office dressed as the joker character that became upset and threw snacks
around the lobby. The described male left the scene prior to police arrival. Officers checked the area and were unable to locate the male.

15:14:

1398

03/08/2024

AGGRAV MENACING

EUCLID E 193 ST2401181

Female reported another female drove next to her as she was driving west on Euclid Ave near E. 193 St. and pointed a handgun at her.

15:11:

5219

03/08/2024

THREATS - GENERAL

26241 LAKE SHORE BLVD 9662401183

18:02:

2995

03/08/2024

CRIMINAL DAMAGING OR ENDANGERING

23671 HARTLAND RD2401185

Male reported hearing shots fired from an unknown person or persons near his family's house on Hartland Rd. Several ammunition
casings were located near the scene as well as defects in the house next door. No injuries were reported.

18:59:

5425

03/08/2024

FAIL TO COMPLY WITH POLICE ORDER - NO PURSUIT

EUCLID AV E 196 ST2401186

A Community Response Unit (CRU) officer attempted a traffic stop with a vehicle for a window tint violation. The vehicle fled and was
not pursued. The identity of the driver is unknown.

21:42:

5415

03/08/2024

FOLLOW TOO CLOSE

EUCLID AV E 191 ST2401187

CRU officers stopped a vehicle that was following too close during inclement weather. Officers were able to see a clear magazine loaded
with 7.62 rounds on the passenger seat. On the passenger floorboards officers located an open bottle of tequila and a Draco pistol. The
driver was found to have prior convictions that prohibited him from carrying firearms.

21:50:

1398

03/08/2024

AGGRAV MENACING

1665 E 276 ST2401188

Police responded to a call for a neighbor dispute. The caller advised police that her neighbor was complaining about her family's vehicles
parked near the neighbors driveway and came to her doors, banging on them. The caller also advised police that her mother recently died
and the family members were parked legally after the wake. Upon speaking with the neighbor, who's Ring doorbell camera recorded the
incident, she advised police that the reporting party came to her door and began arguing with her, before verbally threatening her, and
damaging a lawn ornament. Upon reviewing the footage, police observed the reporting party threaten the neighbor and heard what was
presumably the lawn ornament breaking. None of the parties were hurt and a report number was generated. A copy of this report was
forwarded to the prosecutor, pending review for possible charges.
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01:27:

2202A

03/09/2024

ATTEMPTED AGG. BURGLARY-FORCED ENTRY-RESID

961 E 225 ST2401190

Several juveniles reported that a male had attempted to break into their residence while their mother was away. Officers entered and
cleared the residence. It was determined that the male had not entered the residence. Officers checked the scene for evidence and suspects;
nothing of not was found. Further investigation is pending.

04:30:

6394C

03/09/2024

ANIMAL CARE REQUIREMENTS

871 E 218 ST2401191

Police responded to a call for a male reporting his neighbor's dog barking throughout the night. Upon arrival, police spoke with the
reporting party and heard the barking. Upon closer inspection, police observed a white Pitbull tied near a tree, during light rain, in 50
degree weather, and shaking. Police did not observe any food or water bowls outside, any form of shelter for the dog, and the dog's feet
were caked in mud, as if it had been there for quite some time. Police were later able to make contact with the homeowner, who advised
the dog belongs to her daughter who was brought over "last night". Police responded to the call at 0445 hours. The owner of the dog was
not on scene but was brought in by a resident. A copy of this report was later forwarded to the Euclid Animal Shelter, pending review for
investigation.

19:14:

7398

03/09/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

18911 LOCHERIE AV2401199

  In the police lobby, a female reported that she had noticed an unknown person checking her car door handle and that clothing was
missing from the unlocked vehicle. 

21:09:

5311F

03/09/2024

DISORDERLY CONDUCT;  FIGHT/THREATEN/VIOLENCE

22466 SHORE CENTER DR2401202

Officers responded to the above address for a group of juveniles fighting. Pepper spray was deployed and an officer was exposed to it.
The crowd was dispersed.

22:02:

2803

03/09/2024

RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY

E 222 ST NICHOLAS AV2401203

A Euclid Officer made a traffic stop and it was learned that there were two firearms inside the vehicle, one being a stolen firearm out of
Cleveland. Two male occupants were transported to Cuyahoga County for receiving stolen property and having weapons under disability.
The other male occupant was transferred to Mentor Police on his warrant.

00:03:

2300

03/10/2024

THEFT

1155 BABBITT RD2401204

Caller/complainant stated someone stole her iphone off of her cleaning cart while she was working. The phone was unable to be located
and no suspects identified.

23:52:

3564

03/10/2024

MARIJUANA (FREE TEXT)

1540 E 193 ST2401205

Community Response Unit (CRU) officers conducted a traffic stop for a turn signal violation. The driver of the vehicle had a felony
warrant out for his arrest and was asked out of the vehicle during confirmation of the warrant. During a pat down for weapons he was
found to have been concealing large packages of marijuana on his person. A probable cause search of his person revealed more packages
of marijuana and a digital scale with residue. A probable cause search of the vehicle revealed packaging material, U.S. Currency,
multiple/various THC products and another digital scale with residue. Evidence was seized and the warrant was confirmed. After being
arrested on the warrant, the entering agency said if the driver did not sign a rule 4, they would not take him. The driver was unarrested and
released from the scene. This report will be forwarded to the Narcotic's Bureau for follow-up.
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01:34:

1397

03/10/2024

MENACING

3 GATEWAY DR2401206

Female came to PD lobby to report an unknown female coworker made threats to harm her and attempted to attack her. Female was
unable to provide suspect name or witness name at this time.

03:20:

5311J

03/10/2024

DISORDERLY CONDUCT

1490 E 193 ST 1042401207

14:34:

9999

03/10/2024

SHOTS FIRED

1501 E 204 ST2401213

Police responded for multiple shell casings that were located at the end of the callers driveway.

15:11:

7395C

03/10/2024

DISTURBANCE - UNWANTED GUEST

22318 LAKE SHORE BLVD2401214

Unwanted guest - A T-Mobile employee activated the panic alarm at the store due to an irate male. The employee stated the male also
made threatening comments to damage items in the store. The male was located at a nearby business by police. He was placed on the
trespass list for T-Mobile and advised he would be charged with criminal trespass if he returned.

19:07:

2699

03/10/2024

FRAUD (FREE TEXT)

397 E 214 ST2401216

Female came to the lobby to report fraud on her EBT card. She stated she had money taken from her account. The female had already
notified Jobs and Family services.

19:37:

7398

03/10/2024

SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

27251 BRUSH AV 482401217

Caller/complainant stated 3 females came to her door trying to sell verizon products. Complainant stated she gave the females her SSN
and DOB, believing they were legitimate. It is unknown if the females were subcontractors or not but the complainant wanted to file a
report just in case her identity is compromised.

21:34:

7395

03/10/2024

DISTURBANCE

27300 TREMAINE DR 62401218

Complainant called police to report neighbors in the building wanted to fight her as she walked past them whle she was doing laundry.
This is an on going issue and the complainant wanted the incident documented for management.
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